Chapter 10. Criminal Justice System Personnel Intersection

The federal government has a legitimate role in ensuring the criminal justice system achieves multiple objectives, including promoting fair outcomes; enforcing the rule of law; improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the system; and increasing transparency, accountability, and oversight across all components of the criminal justice system. While Congress, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), and the U.S. Administrative Office of the Courts (USAO) are responsible for achieving these objectives for the federal criminal justice system, the federal government also plays an important role in supporting and influencing the administration of justice across the thousands of independent government agencies that comprise the criminal justice system at the state, county, municipal, and tribal levels.

The commission examined how the missions of law enforcement personnel, judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and correctional authorities intersect so that the system of criminal justice can enhance its ability to prevent and control crime and serve the victims of crime.

The federal government influences the state, local, and tribal criminal justice ecosystem in variety of ways. Several of these were determined to be particularly important to the commission.

- The federal government is responsible for making certain that citizens’ rights are not violated by criminal justice system personnel at any level.
- Federal legislation on criminal justice issues can bring a degree of consistency to a patchwork of state criminal justice codes.
- Federal grant funding plays a role in shaping criminal justice practices at the state and local level.
- The federal government also establishes and develops national policies and initiatives that help standardize and unify the administration of justice while also respecting the independence of state, county, municipal, and tribal governments.
- In the era of evidence-based practice and policy development, the federal government also helps to promote uniform tracking of key justice outcomes and to support robust evaluation of program success. Federal support remains fundamental in assisting state, local, and tribal agencies achieve efficiency, effectiveness, and accountability in operations.
- For some types of crimes, including those involving interstate commerce or transportation of illegal goods or services, federal statutes establish a “federal nexus” that allows, but does not require, prosecution in federal court.¹

The commission identified issues at the intersection of criminal justice components, which include promising programs and practices that should be supported and further developed, programs that will increase efficiency though better interactions, and persistent challenges. Because these topics are all interrelated, for this chapter, they are arranged in sequential order based on the criminal justice component most responsible for or affected by the program or practice.

10.1 Law Enforcement

Background

The major roles for law enforcement agencies include selectively enforcing the law, protecting the public, arresting suspected law violators, and preventing crime. Performing these roles requires that law

Deliberative and Pre-decisional enforcement interact with all components of the criminal justice system. While officers interact with representatives of all components of the criminal justice system, they collaborate most often and most closely with prosecutors in the early stages of the criminal justice process. When they arrest individuals for criminal and traffic offenses, police will share information including initial charges with prosecutors who then decide whether to prosecute. Prosecutors must assess both the quality of that information and the conduct of police to make sure they meet constitutional standards, including reasonable suspicion and probable cause.

Current State of the Issue

The commission focused their attention on the following three focus areas for law enforcement personnel and their operations: provide training and support for law enforcement officers and investigators on Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amendment issues; promoting the ability of law enforcement to discretionally issue summonses; and enhance crime awareness, data-sharing, and analytic capabilities through real-time crime centers (RTCCs).

Training and Support on Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amendments

The Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution are central to the criminal justice process, especially related to law enforcement operations. There is profound misunderstanding and confusion among the public, media, and law enforcement regarding the stopping, questioning, searching, and temporary detention of a possible criminal suspect. This misunderstanding has led some members of the public to believe that “stop, question, and frisk” is illegal or unconstitutional, which it is not. It has also led to some trepidation among law enforcement who do not fully understand what is legally permissible. While many of these activities are handled on a daily basis, there are always unique circumstances that are beyond capacity for law enforcement officers and investigators to routinely address as they encounter them.

10.1.1 The Department of Justice should develop and consistently update a comprehensive, standardized, and immersive online training program for law enforcement on stops, questioning, searches, and seizures.

Law enforcement training academies require recruits to take training for stops, questioning, searches, and seizures, and officers may receive updated in-service training based on changes in departmental policies, new laws, or new legal precedents. For clearer and more actionable training, the DOJ should develop a standardized online program. This training should be taught from the perspective of the law enforcement officer, stressing how to apply the appropriate laws using scenario-based training. This type of training involves using role play to depict a real-life situations in the field and allows for officer to comment on various critical decision points. Scenario-based simulation can provide an effective learning environment allowing officer to go through realistic experiences, review their actions, and learn from them.
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“Scenario-based training is fully immersive, utilizing real and artificially constructed environments (e.g., schools, communities, and housing complexes), props, sounds, and lighting to create realistic environments that require various behavioral strategies. Professional actors or experienced police instructors are used to
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role-play various types of encounters ranging from violent offenders to domestic disputes and individuals in psychological crisis.”

The Huntsville, Alabama, police department has adopted a cutting-edge immersive simulator for training on both routine and difficult situations. Captain Dewayne McCarver, the department’s director of training, explains, “This simulator is designed to integrate all the different aspects of our training into real simulations. The company actually hired real actors to create those scenarios because the realism of those scenarios is really important. If you don’t feel like it’s real life, it doesn’t have the same impact.” This particular training scenario uses 300-degree surround screens, recording in high definition resolution, to provide realistic experiences for a variety of events, ranging from routine traffic stops to encounters with armed suspects.

10.1.2 Local prosecutor’s offices, where practical, should develop resources for 24/7 access by law enforcement officers to prosecutors who can provide real-time assistance to address issues relating to search and seizure and serving warrants.

Even the best and most actionable training on stops, questioning, searches, and seizures will not prepare patrol officers, investigators, and supervisors with the knowledge to address every encounter in the field. Sometimes, an officer will need access to real-time information when making urgent time sensitive decisions on whether it is legally and constitutionally permissible to execute a search, seizure, warrant, or arrest. Often, these pressing situations occur outside of normal business hours. While some prosecutors’ offices assign prosecutors to be on-call for these circumstances, most do not. This is particularly true in smaller and rural jurisdictions.

On-call prosecutor services, especially during evenings, weekends, and holidays, would offer guidance and reassurance for officers to perform their duties. On-call prosecutors can help confirm that police actions are meaningful, lawful, and constitutional while also decreasing the likelihood that the police actions will be deemed unlawful or challenged later in the criminal justice process. Providing on-call prosecutor’s services will also provide much needed and timely general assistance for investigators that are addressing complex cases.

Not all prosecutor offices have the resources to provide 24/7 on-call prosecutor services. Under those circumstances, prosecutors’ offices from neighboring jurisdiction should consider forming regional partnerships. State prosecutor or district attorney associations may help coordinate the development of regional on-call services, as these associations exist in most states.

Discretionary Issuance of Summons

Law enforcement officers have considerable discretion when deciding whether to make an arrest if a person has committed a misdemeanor or other low-level offense. However, in many jurisdictions, law enforcement amounts to an “either/or” scenario; the officer either has to arrest the person or let the person go free.

Historically, the authority to issue a summons has been limited to judges. In a growing number of states, a law enforcement officer can now use their discretion when issuing a summons in lieu of arrest. The summons
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orders the subject to appear in court at a certain date or upon subsequent notice. This process is similar to issuing a traffic summons, but it applies to low-level offenses, typically misdemeanors. Local laws or police policy generally do not allow an officer to issue a summons to a person suspected of serious offenses.

The officer, the police agency, the suspect, and the criminal justice system all benefit when an officer can issue a summons in lieu of arrest. A law enforcement officer is allowed to choose a course of action other than doing nothing or making an arrest. In addition, the officer can prioritize more urgent matters rather than spending their time arresting and transporting a suspect of low-level crime who is likely to appear in court on their own volition. The issuance of a summons also helps to contain crowding issues in jails.

The suspect benefits because they avoid the inconvenience of arrest and possible detention while also maintaining their work and home life. These suspects require less processing time and costs associated with arresting, transporting, and booking, which benefits law enforcement, other criminal justice agencies, and the community. This, in turn, relieves potential burdens on the court, reducing processing and pretrial detention.

When properly implemented, an officer’s ability to issue a discretionary summons for misdemeanors and low-level offenses does not weaken the police or the criminal justice system. The officer maintains the option of arresting the person suspected of committing a misdemeanor. Moreover, the ability to avoid weakening the protective police posture of any jurisdiction to make an arrest of a subject for a low-level offense is in the best interests of the rule of law. The choice between enforcing all laws and weakening policing posture should not be binary.

10.1.3 States should consider revising their statutes to permit the use of discretionary summonses by law enforcement officers if they do not already permit it.

In time of natural or man-made emergencies, including the COVID-19 pandemic, a law enforcement officer should have the ability to issue a discretionary summons to a suspect who committed a low-level crime, especially when law enforcement and other criminal justice resources are strained and need to be directed to more urgent needs. Crowding in county jails triggers both civil rights and health concerns for both inmates and jail personnel.

Indiana Code 35-33-4-1, for example, permits “the law enforcement officer to use discretion whether to arrest or issue the accused a summons. In lieu of arresting a person who has allegedly committed a misdemeanor (other than a traffic misdemeanor) in his presence, a law enforcement officer may issue a summons and promise to appear. The summons must set forth substantially the nature of the offense and direct the person to appear before a court at a stated place and time.”

In Virginia, officers are allowed to exercise discretion in issuing a summons. However, Virginia Code § 46.2-940 requires an officer to make an arrest when the person is believed to have committed a felony. In addition, an officer should make an arrest for a misdemeanor if the officer believes the suspect is “likely to disregard a summons or refuses to give a written promise to appear under the provisions.”

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, individual law enforcement agencies across the country changed their practices by taking steps to limit arrests, either by taking fuller advantage of current laws regarding discretionary summonses or by new edicts. Law enforcement agencies in Nevada County, California, increased the frequency of officers issuing summonses. The Chicago Police Department directed officers that certain low-level and non-violent crimes can be handled via citation and misdemeanor summonses. Law enforcement officers in Tucson, Arizona, were ordered to use cite and release as frequently as possible and only serve misdemeanor warrants that were necessary for public safety reasons (e.g., domestic abuse).
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6 Indiana Code Title 35. Criminal Law and Procedure § 35-33-1-4
7 Code of Virginia, § 46.2-940
Real-Time Crime Centers

A real-time crime center (RTCC) is a centralized location where dedicated personnel are housed and equipped with a range of technology tools, access to data, and analytic capabilities in order to police more efficiently and effectively in real time. In the past 15 years, RTCCs have grown in number and evolved in sophistication as they incorporate new technologies and analytic tools that provide a broad range of assistance to law enforcement agencies, which include surveilling public spaces via video-feed, identifying suspicious behavior in real time, and identifying and disrupting criminal networks. Since the New York City Police Department launched its RTCC in 2005, a growing number of agencies have adopted or adapted their model.8

Commonly, the technology in RTCCs includes video screens that display feeds from surveillance cameras throughout the jurisdiction, gunfire detection systems, and automated license plate readers (ALPR) technology. Video surveillance and continual monitoring are core features of virtually all RTCCs. The Broward County, Florida, sheriff’s office RTCC has video feeds from throughout the county, which includes nearly 10,000 cameras in place in 260 public schools and administrative buildings.9

In more recent years, RTCCs are starting to appear in smaller cities. An article in the San Diego Union Tribune featured the opening of an RTCC in Harford, Connecticut, and mentioned other smaller jurisdictions that had established RTCCS at that time, including Wilmington, Delaware; Springfield, Massachusetts; Bridgeport, Connecticut; Modesto, California; and Wilmington, North Carolina.10

Chief Bill Partridge of the Oxford, Alabama, police department spoke about the East Metro Area Crime Center (EMACC), a regional RTCC launched in May of 2019, as part of his testimony at a commission hearing.11 Chief Partridge shared details about the RTCC, including the fact that EMACC provides data access and analytic services for 28 federal, state, and local public safety agencies in the northeast portion of Alabama, relying on state-of-the-art technology to provide real-time intelligence.

While much of the attention paid to RTCCs focuses on data and advanced analytical tools, trained crime and intelligence analysts add important human intelligence to get the most out of analytic tools. Analysts use their skills to leverage core technologies, including geographic information system technology for mapping crime and assessing hot spots, software to perform link analysis or social network analysis, and statistical algorithms for assessing offender dangerousness and likelihood to offend based on past criminal history.

As technology has advanced, RTCCs have become more proficient in leveraging unstructured data for intelligence and analysis purposes, including the use of advanced digital media tools. Some RTCCs use sophisticated artificial intelligence solutions that automatically detect patterns of suspicious activity on video feeds, freeing the analyst from having to watch a wall full of video screens.

9 Broward County Sheriff’s Office Real Time Crime Center webpage, https://www.sheriff.org/RTCC/Pages/RTCC.aspx
10.1.4 The Department of Justice should provide funding for the expansion and refinement of real-time crime centers throughout the country.

As documented in an evaluation by the Rand Corporation, adding RTCCs helps law enforcement agencies improve their awareness of their communities, improve their decision making, and help them carry out more effective and more efficient operations that lead to crime reduction. DOJ funding will help accelerate the spread of RTCCs and increase the ability of local and state law enforcement agencies to leverage their analytic and data sharing benefits. It can also help make sure that current RTCCs are sustainable and able to evolve as new technologies and data analysis approaches evolve.

10.1.5 The National Institute of Justice should provide funding to develop technology tools that provide real-time crime centers with the ability to identify and disseminate crime intelligence, analyze crime patterns, and develop strategies for reducing crime.

These technology tools should include the development of hardware, analytics software, and intelligence platforms. Since established under the Justice System Improvement Act of 1979, the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) has helped ensure that law enforcement agencies have access to the latest technologies and promoted development of standards for such technologies. NIJ also administers grant programs to help bring new equipment to market by funding research and development of innovative technologies. NIJ should consider coordinating with the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) to provide direct support for local and regional efforts to build and improve local and regional RTCCs and support their procurement of equipment that meets minimal standards, when applicable. Standards for criminal justice and intelligence data and intelligence systems may be set by authorities such as the Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division of the FBI, and the National Institute of Standards and Technology Law Enforcement Information Technology.

10.2 Prosecutors and Defense

Background

Under the adversarial criminal justice system, a prosecutor’s primary responsibility is understood as charging and formally prosecuting a suspect. However, that only describes part of the prosecutor’s role. More broadly, according the American Bar Association (ABA) standards,

The primary duty of the prosecutor is to seek justice within the bounds of the law, not merely to convict. The prosecutor serves the public interest and should act with integrity and balanced judgment to increase public safety both by pursuing appropriate criminal charges of appropriate severity, and by exercising discretion to not pursue criminal charges in appropriate circumstances. The prosecutor should seek to protect the innocent and convict the guilty, consider the interests of victims and witnesses, and respect the constitutional and legal rights of all persons, including suspects and defendants.

In many ways, the role of the criminal defense lawyer is the opposite. Their formal role is to investigate the case on behalf of the defendant, provide guidance to the defendant on how to plead, and, if necessary, represent the defendant at trial. Like prosecutors, they also have a broader role. According to ABA standards,
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this includes, “a duty to be open to possible negotiated dispositions of the matter, including the possible
benefits and disadvantages of cooperating with the prosecution”\textsuperscript{14}

While these formal roles depict how opposing counsel are perceived to operate, prosecutors, and defense
attorneys often find themselves in situations where they will cooperate rather than act as strict adversaries.
Common examples of situations requiring some level of cooperation involve plea bargaining (i.e., the most
predominant manner of resolving criminal cases in both federal and state courts) and deciding when to
process defendants through treatment courts rather than traditional criminal courts.

\textbf{Current State of the Issue}

The commission focuses on three concerns that arise around the activities of prosecutors and defense
counsel and that affect or involve all criminal justice agencies. These include the need for increased
transparency in the plea bargaining process; the use of adoptive case mechanisms to deal with serious,
violent, and habitual offenders; and the need for adjustments to felony theft thresholds.

\textbf{Plea Bargaining Process}

The Fifth and Sixth Amendments guarantee the rights of criminal defendants, including the rights to due
process, a public trial without unnecessary delay, a lawyer, an impartial jury, know the nature of the charges
and evidence against them, and confront adverse witnesses. These ideals are seldom represented in real life,
as more than 90 percent of all criminal cases in both federal and state courts are resolved though plea
bargains.\textsuperscript{15} Plea bargaining is often viewed as a secret deal arranged between a prosecutor and defense
attorney.\textsuperscript{16}

Plea bargaining has often been described as a necessary evil.\textsuperscript{17} In many criminal court jurisdictions, dockets
are crowded and prosecutors, defense counsel, and judges all feel pressured to quickly move cases through
the system. In addition, the outcome of a trial is always in question, whereas the plea bargain provides both
the prosecutor and defense some control over the result and a measure of certainty.

\begin{center}
\textbf{Criticisms of Plea Bargaining}
\end{center}

- May result in innocent people pleading guilty instead of taking their chances with a trial
- Diminishes respect for the law, particularly when the charges pled to are not clearly related to the crimes
  for which defendants are charged
- Victims are often not notified of the plea, nor are they provided an adequate opportunity to be heard
- Potentially leads to decreasing perceptions of legitimacy of the legal process

\begin{center}
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Benefits of Plea Bargaining

- A lesser charge, a more lenient sanction, or a sense of certainty for the defendant
- A certainty of conviction and lower costs for the prosecution and state
- Speeds up the processes of the justice system and frees up investigatory and prosecutorial resources for more serious offenders.
- Give victims of crime of a guaranteed result in conviction

Most criminal justice practitioners and scholars acknowledge that plea bargaining is vital to the efficient operations of the criminal justice system; without it, the justice system would grind to a halt.\(^{18}\) However, the lack of transparency and accountability with the practice of plea bargaining are problems in many jurisdictions. When defendants are charged with crimes of far lesser seriousness than indicated by the arrests and are soon out on the street again, law enforcement officers may conclude that their efforts at securing a lawful arrest do not matter, they may become demoralized, and they may lose the incentive to make arrests.\(^{19}\)

Some scholars have argued that law enforcement officers will not be as motivated to conduct thorough and careful investigations if they believe the original charges will be bargained down.\(^{20}\) In the most serious cases, learning that a prosecutor settled a case for some fraction of what the defendant could have received at trial is troubling to the officers who have invested time and effort in investigations, arrests, and booking of habitual, violent, and serious offenders.

To address some of these concerns, the federal government and several states have established rules or enacted legislation intended to introduce a level of openness, transparency, and accountability in plea bargains. Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure Rule 11 requires that “the court must address the defendant personally in open court” and stipulates procedural requirements, including a determination that the plea is voluntary and did not result from force, threats, or promises (other than promises in a plea agreement).\(^{21}\) In Illinois, the State Supreme Court rules on waivers and pleas specify numerous conditions that are intended to increase the openness of the plea process, including specifying the conditions in which a judge may participate in plea negotiation, exercise oversight, and approve of the plea bargain.\(^{22}\) Utah Code 77-13-4 on felonies entered in open court requires, “All pleas in felony cases shall be entered by the defendant in open court and the proceedings recorded.”\(^{23}\)
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\(^{22}\) Illinois Supreme Court Rules Article IV Rule 401 (3) (b). [http://www.illinoiscourts.gov/SupremeCourt/Rules/Art_IV/ArtIV.htm](http://www.illinoiscourts.gov/SupremeCourt/Rules/Art_IV/ArtIV.htm)

10.2.1 States should establish laws or criminal procedures that increase transparency, accountability, and openness of the plea negotiation processes. Negotiated pleas, and the basis for those pleas, should be established on the record.

Despite the prevalence and necessity of plea bargaining, the secrecy and the steep reduction in charges and sanctions often associated with plea bargaining have raised grave concerns among law enforcement officers who investigate and arrest serious and violent offender who released on far lesser charges. The secrecy and fast-dealing often associated with the plea bargaining process as it is practiced in some jurisdictions undermines the legitimacy of the law in the eyes of the general public, victims, defendants, and witnesses, including law enforcement officers. Taking steps to increase transparency, accountability, and openness can infuse some checks and balances back into the equation. Putting key elements of plea bargaining on the record not only increases levels of transparency, accountability, and openness, it also allows attorneys to review these elements.

10.2.2 States should promptly notify the involved law enforcement officers the result of any plea bargaining for a serious crime or felony.

When law enforcement officers arrest suspects, particularly for violent crimes and serious felonies, they are understandably frustrated when they learn that the offender is released on probation or after serving a short sentence for a far lesser charge as a result of plea bargaining. Providing notification before the final resolution of the plea gives officers fair notice and provides them with an opportunity for input. These notifications underscore transparency, accountability, and openness in the criminal justice process.

The state of Maine Title 17-A, chapter 9, 11, 12 or 13 stipulates, “Whenever practicable, before submitting a negotiated plea to the court, the attorney for the State shall make a good faith effort to inform the relevant law enforcement officers of the details of the plea agreement reached in any prosecution where the defendant was originally charged with murder, a Class A, B or C crime [as well as certain classes of gun crimes].”

10.2.3 States should extend their victim’s bill of rights to provide crime victims with a reasonable opportunity to be heard and with reasonable notification of the plea bargaining results.

[CROSS REFERENCE VICTIM SERVICES AND JUVENILE JUSTICE]

Victims’ bills of rights exist under federal law and in all states. However, the explicit extension of these rights under plea bargaining are not universal. States should make certain that all victims are provided the opportunity to be notified of the results of plea bargaining.

In the Texas Code Of Criminal Procedure Chapter 56, victims have the right to “be informed, when requested, by a peace officer about the defendant’s right to bail and criminal investigation procedures, and from the prosecutor’s office about general procedures in the criminal justice system, including plea agreements,
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restitution, appeals, and parole."²⁹ Beyond requiring victim notification, the state of Arizona code 13-4423, requires reasonable efforts be made “to confer with the victim and inform the victim that the victim has the right to be present and, if present, to be heard.”³⁰

Serious Violent and Habitual Offenders

Some crimes violate both state and federal law, empowering either or both governments to bring criminal charges. Once a federal nexus is established for a local crime, the state’s attorney and the U.S. attorney representing the office with jurisdiction of that locality can discuss the optimal prosecution strategies. These partnerships are sometimes called adoptive case mechanisms.

As a practical matter, the decision on where to prosecute boils down to whether the case would best be prosecuted in federal or state court. Often, a deciding factor is the severity of sentencing in the respective courts. Other factors may include the resources available in respective courts or policies of the local state attorney’s office. For serious crime—particularly gang crimes, gun crime, crimes associated with criminal drug or human trafficking, or crimes involving habitual violent offenders—the attorneys must consider public safety and maximum sanctions.

Sentences are typically longer in the federal system than those set for state courts case are most often pursued through federal courts to maximize the sanction. Securing conviction in federal court also provides the opportunity to incarcerate an offender far from his home residence, which may remove the possibility that those involved in gangs or criminal enterprises continue contact with criminal associates.

Numerous DOJ-supported strategies have integrated ways to encourage U.S. attorneys and local attorneys to collaborate and exercise adoptive case mechanism, including the Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives’ (ATF) Crime Gun Intelligence Centers (CGIC), Project Guardian, and Project Safe Neighborhoods (PSN).³¹ ³² ³³ The Prosecutor-to-Prosecutor Program (P3), which DOJ has identified as a best practice under the PSN, is an example that institutionalizes the practice in one jurisdiction.³⁴ The U.S. attorney for the Northern District of Alabama, Jay E. Town, instituted P3 as standard practice in all state attorneys’ offices operating in the U.S. Attorney District for Northern Alabama.

10.2.4 U.S. attorneys’ offices should engage in systemic communications with state prosecutors about any and all serious and threatening criminal activities eligible for prosecution in either the state or federal jurisdiction.

Offenses that involve the most serious threat to a community—particularly those that involve gang crimes, gun crime, drug or human trafficking crimes, and habitual violent offenders—deserve the fullest attention of local, state, and federal law enforcement and prosecutors. By keeping abreast of ongoing investigations being conducted by federal and local law enforcement, U.S. attorneys’ offices and local prosecutors’ offices can provide input into the investigation process to ensure procedures and evidence-gathering practices receive priority attention and will support optimal prosecution strategies.

10.2.5 State prosecutors should collaborate fully with U.S. attorneys’ offices to develop systemic processes that identify and determine cases that have a potential to be prosecuted in the federal court system. These cases should be charged in the jurisdiction where the greatest amount of sanction is possible.

State prosecutors should be attentive for cases with a possible nexus to federal law and reach out to USAOs to discuss the possibility of federal prosecutions whenever possible. When moving forward with prosecutions, state prosecutors should assess whether state or federal prosecution will result in the severest sentence. To provide for optimal coordination, state prosecutors should adopt strategies of vertical prosecution, where the same prosecutor stays with the case from the investigative stages through to final prosecution, rather than horizontal prosecution, where different prosecutors are assigned to lead each stage. USAOs follow vertical prosecution strategies. Mirroring that structure in the local prosecutor’s office will enhance partnerships and continuity throughout the prosecution process.

Criminal Statutory Reforms

Felony threshold refers to the classification of crime that differentiates felonies and misdemeanors. Every state classifies crimes of theft as either misdemeanors or felonies based on the monetary value of the item(s) stolen. These thresholds often appear arbitrary when compared across states. According to a report by the Pew Charitable Trust, felony theft thresholds in 2018 ranged from a low of $200 in Massachusetts to a high of $2,550 in Texas and Wisconsin. The report noted that several states have not updated their felony thresholds since 2000 or earlier.

Felony threshold concerns defendants, prosecutors, the courts, and correctional personnel. From the perspective of the defendant, a misdemeanor conviction will result in a fine, probation, and possible jail term of no more than one year. In contrast, a felony conviction has potentially much steeper sanctions, including one or more year in prison. Depending on the state, being convicted of a felony as opposed to misdemeanor can have wide-ranging and long-term consequences, including limiting job opportunities and prohibiting access to public housing. In some states, being convicted of a felony may mean the offender loses voting privileges.

For prosecutors, statutes with outdated felony theft thresholds present the dilemma of either applying the rule of law or exercising discretion and pursuing lesser charges for minor theft offenses that are felonies on the books. An outdated felony theft threshold (or those that are too low) can have an impact throughout the criminal justice system.

Given the volume of property crime cases, an upward adjustment of the felony theft threshold can significantly affect case processing. Keeping the felony theft threshold low strains prosecutorial, judicial, and correctional resources. Overall, principles of equity, consistent with the Eighth Amendment (i.e., the punishment must be reasonable and proportionate to the amount of harm done), suggests that states update their felony thresholds on a regular basis to adjust for inflation and the market price of goods. Doing so ensures that the punishment fits the crime.

10.2.6 States should review and update their felony property crime statutes on a regular basis to ensure that the felony threshold is adjusted for inflation and the Consumer Price Index.

Many states do not regularly update felony threshold level for property crimes on a routine basis, which results in an unintendedly large pool of defendants who are subject to felony charges. Undertaking efforts to ensure the felony thresholds are up to date can enhance inherent notions of fairness, improve perceptions of these laws as being legitimate, and allow for more efficient use of scarce resources. Failing to adjust felony thresholds may contribute to jail or prison overcrowding. Maintaining felony thresholds that are adjusted for inflation and the Consumer Price Index ensures that theft classes and sanctions are commensurate with the real value of the property stolen.
In 2016 the state of Alaska, through Senate Bill 91, set precedent by being the first in the nation to require that the threshold value for felony theft be adjusted every five years to account for inflation. More recently, Florida updated its felony theft threshold for the first time in more than 30 years by raising the threshold from $300 to $750. The Virginia Department of Criminal Justice Services report, *2015 Blueprints for Change: Criminal Justice Policy Issues in Virginia: Virginia Felony Larceny Threshold 35 Years Later*, is an in-depth assessment of the commonwealth's plans to adjust its felony threshold. The thorough assessment of that report projected increases in jails and prison population if the commonwealth did not adjust its felony threshold.

10.3 Courts

Background

Under the adversarial federal and criminal justice system, the formal function of a judge presiding over a criminal court is to adjudicate legal disputes between the prosecution and defense and to carry out the administration of justice in accordance with the rule of law in a fair and impartial manner. However, the formal role of the court does not adequately represent the broader real-world responsibilities that judges undertake.

In drug courts, the judge largely leads the drug court team rather than acting as a neutral arbiter presiding over the prosecution and defense. Based on guidance provided by *The Drug Court Judicial Benchbook* published by National Drug Court Institute (NCDI), the role of the judge in drug courts involves taking a leadership role to generate interest and develop support for the program among drug court teams. Besides the judge, the team consists of prosecutors, defense attorneys, and treatment providers acting collaboratively in the best interest of the defendant. In addition, the judge has direct and personal contact with the defendant and understands the effect substance use has on the lives of offenders, their families, the court system, and the community at large.

Current State of the Issue

The commission identifies four issues centered on courts that have impacts across the entire criminal justice system. These topics include expanding and refining the use of treatment courts; providing optimal indigent defense; promoting the system-wide use of risk and needs assessment tools; and increasing the use of videoconferencing for court proceedings.

**Treatment Courts**

Treatment courts refer to a general class of courts that stress the use of treatment as an option to criminal courts. The first treatment court in the United States was a drug court in Miami-Dade County, Florida, in
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1989, largely as a response to a growing crack cocaine problem and dissatisfaction with the way traditional criminal justice courts dealt with addicted offenders.\textsuperscript{39}

The drug court model took root and expanded across the country in the early 1990s. The growth of drug courts at that time was attributed to increases in prison populations, treatment shortages, and growing support for treatment.\textsuperscript{40} There are now more than 3,000 drug courts across the country, and they span all 50 states. About half of those are adult drug courts and half are juvenile drug courts.\textsuperscript{41}

The popularity and success of drug courts spurred the development of other treatment courts, also referred to as specialty courts or problem-solving courts. The types of treatment courts vary by location, but the most common types include drug courts, veterans' courts, mental health courts, and homelessness courts. Drug treatment courts guide defendants who are identified with substance use disorders away from jail and into treatment with a goal to reduce drug dependence, reduce offending, and improve the quality of life for offenders and their families.\textsuperscript{42}

The eligibility criteria used to screen clients are a key feature of drug courts. Eligibility criteria for entering a drug court program are determined by certain characteristics including offense type, criminal history, and substance use history. Typically, drug court programs do not allow violent offenders to participate. In some jurisdictions, residency in the jurisdiction in which the charge took place is a requirement for participation. Early drug courts were designed to serve first-time offenders.\textsuperscript{43} Over the years, they have evolved to target more serious and high-risk offenders to make more efficient use of drug court resources.

As drug courts have progressed, screening tools have been developed to determine eligibility and appropriateness for participation. Screening is often split into two steps: criminal justice screening and clinical screening. A criminal justice screening is used to assess if the person is eligible for drug court based on the presenting offense type and criminal history. A clinical screening is used to determine if the client has a substance use disorder and whether it can be addressed by treatment programs made available through the court. Clinical screening is also used to determine if clients may have a co-occurring mental health problem.\textsuperscript{44}
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\textsuperscript{41} U.S. Department of Justice Office of Justice Programs; Drug Courts Background. OJP Bulletin, Drug Courts, January 2020 https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/238527.pdf


An increasing understanding and awareness of what make drug courts successful eventually began to emerge, due in part to funding provided by BJA and the work of the National Association of Drug Court Professionals (NADCP) and the National Drug Court Institute (NDCI).45 46

[BEGIN TEXT BOX]

10 key components of drug courts

1. Drug courts integrate alcohol and other drug treatment services with justice system case processing.
2. Using a non-adversarial approach, prosecution and defense counsel promote public safety while protecting participants’ due process rights.
3. Eligible participants are identified early and promptly placed in the drug court program.
4. Drug courts provide access to a continuum of alcohol, drug, and other related treatment and rehabilitation services.
5. Abstinence is monitored by frequent alcohol and other drug testing.
6. A coordinated strategy governs drug court responses to participants’ compliance.
7. Ongoing judicial interaction with each drug court participant is essential.
8. Monitoring and evaluation measure the achievement of program goals and gauge effectiveness.
9. Continuing interdisciplinary education promotes effective drug court planning, implementation, and operations.
10. Forging partnerships among drug courts, public agencies, and community-based organizations generates local support and enhances the program effectiveness.

[END TEXT BOX]

Training is critical for any new treatment court. Once established, on-going training is vital for program growth, to be focused and responsive to research and clinical findings, and to address any emerging drug problems (e.g., the opioid epidemic).

Research-based trainings structured on adult learning theory are an essential component for the drug court model. These trainings disseminate crucial information but also help to inform and improve practices. A study of approximately 70 drug courts found that programs were nearly 2.5 times more cost-effective and over 50 percent more effective at reducing crime when all team members received formal pre-implementation training.47 In contrast, drug courts that did not receive such training had no appreciable impact on crime levels.48 Other studies similarly found that significantly greater adherence to the 10 key components of drug courts was associated with better program outcomes when staff participated in training. Adherence to the 10

---

45 National Association of Drug Court Professionals web page. https://www.nadcp.org/
key components was also associated with increased staff job satisfaction and enhanced coordination between the criminal justice, social service, and substance use disorder treatment systems\textsuperscript{49} 50 \textsuperscript{51}

Treatment court judges should receive specific training given their pivotal role as leaders of treatment court teams and their unique position of taking a more collaborative and proactive approach to their clients’ outcomes. At present, both the number of judges who preside over treatment courts and the number who have received training are unknown. Some treatment court judges may not be aware of specific training options that are available.

\textbf{[BEGIN TEXT BOX]}

For more than two decades, NDCI has provided a week-long comprehensive training for judges. The curriculum was developed in collaboration with the National Center for State Courts and the National Judicial College. The in-person, week long curriculum delivers the most sophisticated and up-to-date scientific information and skills related to judicial service in the treatment courts. Topics covered include\textsuperscript{52}

- the role of the drug court judge
- treatment court leadership
- what works in treatment courts
- treatment court teams and staffing
- key components of drug courts
- addiction and psychopharmacology
- effective treatment methods
- managing co-occurring disorders
- equity and inclusion
- information management
- drug detection
- admissions, targeting, eligibility, and discharge of clients
- sanctions and incentives
- ethics and confidentiality
- constitutional and legal issues
- understanding post-traumatic stress disorder and traumatic brain injury
- relapse
- motivational interviewing
- sustaining your drug court

\textbf{[END TEXT BOX]}


\textsuperscript{52} Carolyn Hardin, MPA, Chief of Training and Research, email Communication with Criminal Justice System Personnel Intersection Federal Program Manager, John Markovic, April 21, 2020
Drug court certification is standard in a number of individual states, including Illinois, Massachusetts, New Mexico, and Utah. The Illinois Supreme Court, the Administrative Office of Illinois Courts provided the following edict regarding its requirements for certification:

In order for a court to secure PSC [problem-solving court] certification, the court shall demonstrate compliance with the PSC Standards and a commitment to adopting evidence-based practices. Each new and existing adult PSC shall complete and submit an application for certification through the AOIC [Administrative Office of Illinois Courts]. The PSC certification process entails a review of the application detailing the court’s policies, procedures, operations and on-site review. 

The underlying problems addressed across the different treatment courts are often co-occurring. A veteran arrested for an eligible offense may have a substance use disorder, experience mental health issues, and be homeless. Assuming there are multiple treatment court options in the jurisdiction, the defendant should be processed through the treatment court that best suits their needs. According to the NADCP, 

While primarily concerned with criminal activity and AOD [alcohol or drug] use, the drug court team also needs to consider co-occurring problems such as mental illness, primary medical problems, HIV and sexually-transmitted diseases, homelessness; basic educational deficits, unemployment and poor job preparation; spouse and family troubles—especially domestic

violence—and the long-term effects of childhood physical and sexual abuse. If not addressed, these factors will impair an individual’s success in treatment and will compromise compliance with program requirements. Co-occurring factors should be considered in treatment planning.

Based on several meta-analyses across multiple sites, NIJ’s Crimesolutions.gov rates adult drug courts as a promising practice. Compared to those who were referred to traditional court, drug court participants were less likely to report using drugs, less likely to recidivate, and less likely to test positive for drugs.

A number of researchers have attempted to identify program factors or characteristics of participants that add to the success of the program. Overall, drug courts tend to work best for people at the higher end of risk and the higher end of need.

According to the criminal justice concept of the risk principle, intensive interventions such as drug court are believed to be best suited for offenders who are high risk and have more severe criminal propensities or drug use histories but may be ineffective or contraindicated for offenders who are low risk. The rationale is that offenders who are low risk are less likely to be on a fixed antisocial trajectory and are more likely to “adjust course” readily following a run-in with the law. Therefore, intensive treatment and supervision may offer little incremental benefit for these [low risk] individuals at a substantial cost. Offenders who are high risk, on the other hand, are likely to require intensive interventions to alter their entrenched negative behavioral patterns.

In general, participants who completed more treatment hearings were more successful than those who completed fewer, and drug court programs delivered at the appropriate level of intensity were found to be more effective than those that were not.

---

69 Ibid.
John Roman, Ph.D., and colleagues found that the most crucial element that halts drug use and crime is the clients’ attitudes towards judges.\(^{71}\) Judges who are directly involved with clients and knowledgeable about addiction processes and issues are critical elements that contribute to drug court success.\(^{72}\) This research underscores the judge’s role in treatment courts and validates both the need for specific training for treatment court judges and the development of a voluntary certification program for treatment court judges.

**[END TEXT BOX]**

10.3.1 The Bureau of Justice Assistance should continue to fund drug courts and other types of treatment courts.

BJA has been providing funding for drug courts since 1995. In November 2017, the President’s Commission on Combating Drug Addiction and the Opioid Crisis called for a comprehensive federal assault on opioids, and it allocated millions of dollars in new funding to enhance the drug treatment and rehabilitative services of adult drug courts and other treatment courts\(^{73}\).

Between 2017 and 2020 (using projected funding data for 2020), BJA has provided approximately $347,000,000 to support treatment courts, with approximately $275,000,000 in funding for drug courts and $72,000,000 for veterans courts. About 85 percent of these funds have gone to states and localities to establish or refine their treatment courts. The remaining money has gone to organizations like the National Association of Drug Court Professionals (NADCP) and the Center for Court Innovation to support the development of treatment court standards and other forms of training and technical assistance.

10.3.2 The Department of Justice should provide funding to research the best practices for training treatment court judges, which can then be used to develop new training protocols.

Unlike in traditional courtrooms, drug court judges interact directly with the client and work intensely with prosecutors, the defense, and service providers as leaders of treatment court teams. The role of the judge, and particularly the client’s attitude toward the judge, is one of the most critical factors that influences drug court outcomes.\(^{74}\)

Training for judges on drug courts and other treatment courts is not always required, treatment court judges often do not actively pursue it. Funding could help identify gaps in training available for judges, identify marketing strategies, and provide training and technical assistance funds to train treatment court judges.

10.3.3 The Department of Justice should examine the feasibility to establish voluntary certification programs for treatment court judges. If found feasible, the Department of Justice should support the development of judicial certification standards.

Developing a certification procedure or track that treatment court judges could pursue on a voluntary basis stresses the importance of treatment courts and elevates the role of the treatment court judges to that of tradition criminal court judges.

---


10.3.4 The Department of Justice should provide funding to evaluate the effectiveness of all types of treatment courts, including drug, mental health, veterans’, and homelessness courts.

The majority of research has focused on drug courts, rather than mental health, veterans’, and homelessness courts. According to the Evidence-based Professionals Society, drug courts are often successful in accomplishing most their goals. Graduates have lower rates of recidivism and substance use. Additionally, treatment is more cost effective than incarceration, and communities generally support having them.

Far less research has been conducted on other types of treatment courts. More research would help identify the impacts of these courts, determine what elements of their treatment programs contribute to their success, and develop best practices and evidence-based standards.

10.3.5 The Department of Justice should support the development of treatment court models or protocols for populations with co-occurring problems (e.g., substance use disorders, mental health disorders, and homelessness).

Defendants who appear at a treatment court often experience multiple types of problems. While the treatment court standards and guidance promoted by the NADCP address this reality, additional protocols, best practices, and research addressing co-occurring disorders would greatly benefit the treatment court community, its practitioners, and the clients they serve.

10.3.6 States and localities that use treatment courts should ensure that treatment resources are available and are reflective of the needs of program participants. States and localities should also monitor and hold the service providers accountable for tracking treatment outcomes.

The effectiveness of treatment courts relies on having an adequate number of treatment spots that are continually monitored for quality of services. NACDP stipulates specific standards to be adhered to for evidence-based treatments and for verifying the credentials of treatment providers.75

**Evidence-based treatments:** Treatment providers administer behavioral or cognitive-behavioral treatments that are documented in manuals and have been demonstrated to improve outcomes for addicted persons involved in the criminal justice system. Treatment providers are proficient at delivering the interventions and are supervised regularly to ensure continuous fidelity to the treatment models.

**Provider training and credentials:** Treatment providers are licensed or certified to deliver substance use disorder treatment, have substantial experience working with criminal justice populations and are supervised regularly to ensure continuous fidelity to evidence-based practices.

10.3.7 Local criminal justice agencies should provide alternatives to treatment courts for persons who have issues that are not severe enough to meet eligibility criteria for treatment courts. These alternatives should be delivered as pre-trial diversionary services.

Not all individuals coming to the attention of the criminal justice system are eligible or suitable for entry into drug courts or other types of treatment courts. Given the general success of the treatment court model, local criminal justice agencies should partner with each other to provide diversionary services that incorporate the 10 key components of treatment courts and other core operating principles to the extent possible.

---

**Indigent Defense**

The Sixth Amendment establishes the right to counsel in federal criminal prosecution. Through a series of landmark decisions by the U.S. Supreme Court, notably Gideon v. Wainwright, the right to counsel has been extended to all criminal prosecutions that carry a sentence of imprisonment.\(^{76}\)

Under the federal system, there are three basic forms of indigent defense: public defender organizations, community defender organizations, and panel attorneys. Federal public defender organizations are federal entities whose staff are federal employees. Community defender organizations are nonprofit defense counsel organizations incorporated under state laws. Under the **Criminal Justice Act** (CJA), 18 U.S.C. § 3006A (2015), they operate in federal districts through federal grants.\(^{77}\) Panel attorneys are private attorneys paid at an hourly rate to serve as indigent defense for federal defendants.\(^{78}\)

Under state and local courts, three general forms of indigent defense parallel the operations at the federal level: public defender programs, assigned counsel, and contract attorneys. Public defender programs are public defenders that are organized and paid by the state. Assigned counsel (i.e., court-appointed attorneys) are private attorneys who may work for a set fee per case or at an hourly rate. Contract attorneys provide indigent defense through contracts with one or more private attorneys or law firms that operate for-profit.\(^{79}\)

A 2016 report by BJS found that approximately 66 percent of felony federal defendants and 82 percent of felony defendants in large state courts were represented by indigent defense.\(^{80}\) Indigent defense systems have been widely criticized, with a common theme being that public defenders are overworked and underpaid.\(^{81}\) Critics have described the failings of indigent defense as a denial of justice to the poor and unnecessarily costly as a result of increased jail times, retrials, and resulting lawsuits.\(^{82}\)

Few studies demonstrate the superior efficiency of any particular indigent defense program type. Generally, research suggests that assigned counsel are less prepared, less communicative, and more isolated, particularly when paid low or flat fees; less experienced and worse performing when paid below market rates; and less likely to go to trial when paid more for pleas.\(^{83}\) Conversely, public defender programs are often associated with lower caseloads, more investigators, more client contact, more training, and faster case

assignment. Other benefits of public defender programs compared to other forms of indigent defense include better justice system coordination, better supervision of attorneys, and better client satisfaction. Tony Fabelo suggests,

A significant problem facing policymakers is the lack of comprehensive research to guide public defense policy and reform. Advocates for improving public defense services debate issues regarding the best way to deliver quality public defense services, with a strong bias in favor of enhancing public defender offices. As expected, advocates favor spending more money rather than less on these services. For policymakers, however, a basic obstacle to promoting reform is the lack of systematic research to guide policy development.

Given the lack of research and the challenges many states and localities face while attempting to improve their indigent defense services, the commission believes that additional research is needed on a national level and that states and localities should be supported in their assessments on what works.

Many states allow localities within a state (e.g., counties) to determine the type of indigent defense they deliver. Travis County, Texas, considered revising its delivery of indigent defense while the commission was researching this topic. Its current form of indigent defense is a hybrid program that uses an assigned council approach for most felony cases, but maintains public defenders to deliver indigent defense for misdemeanors involving persons with mental health issues and juveniles. At the request of the county, the Texas Indigent Defense Commission conducted an assessment and suggested that the county transition a full public defender program.

10.3.8 The Department of Justice should provide funding to examine the cost, efficiency, and effectiveness of various forms of indigent defense. This research should determine the relative costs and benefits of different approaches and determine whether these factors vary by contextual factors at the local level, such as population density or volumes of criminal caseload.

Research should be conducted to fully understand the types of indigent defense services, policy, and practice. The best delivery methods of indigent defense may vary in rural and urban jurisdictions or depending on the volumes and types of criminal cases. Because the demands and needs for indigent defense vary greatly, research should be conducted to identify factors that affect the cost, efficiency, and effectiveness of indigent defense delivery at the local level.

10.3.9 The Department of Justice should provide funding to states and localities to determine if public defender programs are more effective and more viable than other indigent defense delivery options.

Following the example of the Travis County, Texas, study, states and localities may benefit from assessing their current methods of delivering indigent defense. These studies may point to revisions that can improve delivery of services to indigent defendants and identify the cost–benefit implications of proposed changes. Funding should be allocated to states or localities that partner with independent and qualified researchers from universities or research associations to evaluate and compare different methods to deliver indigent defense.

---

Risk and Needs Assessment Instruments

The U.S. criminal justice system uses a variety of instruments to assess the risk of adverse outcomes at different stages of the process. Risk assessments and needs tools are used in bond, pretrial diversion, and sentencing decisions; during prison intake and classification; and to determine conditions and levels of supervision for probation and parole. Risk assessment and needs assessments consist of two components. The risk assessment portion determines the offenders’ likelihood to offend and results in the determination of risk level or score. The needs assessment portion is used to identify the offender’s criminogenic needs, which if addressed, could reduce the risk of recidivism.87

The use of these tools is somewhat controversial, as assessment tools may have a significant impact on the fundamental ideas of liberty, such as pretrial release decisions and sentencing. Cynthia Mamalian, of the Pretrial Justice Institute, characterized the significance of risk assessment tools during pretrial release stating that “[T]he presumption of innocence provides the rationale for pretrial release with the least restrictive conditions. The challenge is balancing the presumption of innocence and individual liberty of defendants with community safety, the protection of witnesses and victims, and ensuring the defendant’s return to court.”88

Federal and state criminal justice agencies are adopting and developing risk assessment and needs tools at an increasing rate.89 In some cases, use of risk assessment tools are mandatory. For instance, the First Step Act requires the attorney general to develop a risk and needs assessment system for the Bureau of Prisons to assess the recidivism risk and criminogenic needs of all federal prisoners; then, those prisoners are placed in recidivism-reducing programs and productive activities that address their needs and reduce this risk.

To date, no single tool has emerged as the most reliable or valid at any phase of the criminal justice system. In 2016, more than 60 recidivism risk assessment instruments (RAIs) were in use in various parts of the United States.90 Most of the RAI instruments being used are specific to the state or municipality in which they are deployed.

A meta-analysis found that the use of RAI is generally effective; however, no single instrument was shown to be more effective than the others.91 The effectiveness of these instruments is often dependent on the type of recidivism being assessed (e.g., whether offenders would violate the conditions of their parole or probation or whether offenders would commit new crimes). The researchers concluded, “Instead of identifying one instrument that produced the ‘best’ or ‘most accurate’ risk assessments, our findings suggest that predictive validity may vary as a function of offender characteristics, settings, and recidivism outcomes.”

Through funding provided to the Urban Institute, BJA has developed and maintained a Public Safety Risk Assessment Clearinghouse (PSARC), which provides evidence-based information about how to use risk assessment and needs instruments effectively and properly.

---

10.3.10 The Department of Justice should provide funding to state and local jurisdictions that will allow them to continue to assess and develop risk and needs assessment instruments best suited for use in the state or local criminal justice system.

The number of state and local jurisdictions that have begun to use risk and needs assessment instruments has grown rapidly in recent years, which shows that criminal agencies are adopting evidence-based practices. However, the necessary research regarding the use of risk and needs assessments has not kept pace with the rapid growth of these instruments. Research is necessary to inform state and local jurisdictions on the vast number of these instruments and how and when they are used. This research would help make better connections and distinctions between how different jurisdictions adopt and implement these instruments.

10.3.11 State and local criminal justice agencies should validate risk and needs assessment instruments through rigorous research processes. In addition, state and local criminal justice agencies should review these instruments to assure the criteria used to establish risk are constitutionally permissible.

Validation refers to the process of determining how well a tool performs at predicting risk. The performance of any particular risk assessment is referred to as predictive utility. As individual states or localities move to develop or adopt particular risk assessment tools, they must ensure that the instruments are valid.

10.3.12 The Bureau of Justice Assistance should provide funding and technical assistance to state and local criminal justice agencies for the procurement, use, development, and validation of evidence-based risk assessment tools.

Many challenges go along with adopting risk assessment tools. The criminal justice agency must make sure that they are valid, appropriate for the setting and population served, and constitutional. Many state and local criminal justice agencies do not have the personnel and resources to meet these goals on their own. The Urban Institute’s Risk Assessment Clearing House, funded by BJA, provides a solid foundation for agencies to explore these issues. More direct technical assistance will help ensure that state and local criminal justice agencies implement risk and needs assessment tools in an evidence-based and constitutional manner. This technical assistance could be provided by universities or research organizations that have a demonstrated experience in developing and validating risk assessment tools that are designed for specific criminal justice decision points and localities.

**Videoconferencing for Criminal Justice Proceedings**

The COVID-19 pandemic hastened the adoption of videoconferencing in federal, state, and local courts. Questions about whether a jurisdiction should adopt videoconferencing were been replaced by questions about how a jurisdiction can best leverage videoconferencing and do it quickly. As stay-at-home and social distancing orders became common across the spread of the novel coronavirus, adoption of videoconferencing in courts escalated.

On March 19, 2020, Ohio Supreme Court Chief Justice Maureen O’Connor announced plans to release $4,000,000 in emergency grant funding across the state to allow for courts to purchase videoconferencing technology for arraignments and other needs. On March 30, 2020, the U.S. Courts website declared the Judiciary Authorizes Video/Audio Access During COVID-19 Pandemic, thereby approving the use of video and teleconferencing for certain criminal proceedings.

---


On behalf of the National Institute of Justice, RTI International and the RAND Corporation convened a panel of subject matter experts for a Court Appearances through Telepresence Advisory Workshop in November 2018. This workshop was designed to explore the benefits, burdens, and innovative solutions of teleconferencing in court. The final report from this workshop, identified numerous advantages of videoconferencing in criminal proceedings, including increased safety for court personnel, reductions in costs, and enhanced court efficiency. More specifically, subject matter experts revealed that teleconferencing reduced the need to secure and transport defendants to court and reduced time spent in jail awaiting a hearing. Subject matter experts thought that teleconferencing could increase access to expert witnesses and witnesses to the court who may have either feared for their safety if they were instead required to appear in person or testify without the trauma of being physically present with the offender. Workshop participants also believed that videoconferences could facilitate the use of language interpretation services, allowing non-English speakers and individuals with disabilities to access the criminal justice system more easily.

Some disadvantages of videoconferencing in criminal court include concerns that the judgment and behavior of criminal justice personnel who appear in court remotely might be different than at an in-person proceeding. In addition, defendants and witnesses who are not physically present might not fully appreciate the gravity of the proceedings, thereby increasing the risk that they engage in impulsive behavior or that they become disengaged from the legal process. Teleconferencing could also adversely affect the attorney–client relationship by hindering their ability to carry out private communications.

10.3.13 Criminal justice agencies should develop the capacity to engage in videoconferencing for selected court proceedings, including arraignments. Criminal justice agencies should purchase video technology and update the infrastructure necessary to support virtual courtrooms.

The concept of a conducting courtroom proceedings by videoconferencing has existed since at least 1998. The growth of virtual court proceedings, however, has proceeded gradually, particularly compared to the rapid adoption of the virtual meeting technologies by the general public and the business community. The recent crisis has accelerated the adoption of this technology demonstrating how developing local capacities to effectively carry out videoconferencing and advancing virtual courts would be useful in the event of local natural disaster such as flood.

10.3.14 State and local jurisdictions should amend laws or administrative rules that prohibit or limit videoconferencing.

Historically, both federal and state laws and court precedents have placed some restrictions on the use of teleconferencing or videoconferencing in court proceedings; however, that has changed due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Even before the pandemic, a growing number of states were adopting and developing rules and policies favoring videoconference appearances. These rules had originally been written to promote uniform practices and procedures relating to videoconferencing. The original motivations for such policies included improving access to courts and reducing costs.

10.3.15 The Department of Justice should sponsor an after-action panel made up of a statistically diverse cross-section of jurisdictions to discuss the innovations, challenges, and best practices in the adoption and use of videoconferencing that stemmed from the COVID-19 pandemic.

Much can be learned from the rapid adoption and expanded use of teleconferencing and videoconferencing that have occurred over the last 20 years and accelerated in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. At a minimum, the DOJ should convene a panel or a series of panels to identify lessons learned, promising practices, challenges, and practical needs that were discovered in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. This

cross-sectional panel should include representation from urban, rural, and tribal experiences and perspectives, as well as the federal court system.

10.3.16 The Department of Justice should publish proceedings from the after-action panel on the use of teleconferencing in courts to share lessons learned and emerging standards with the jurisdictions across the country.

The discussions and feedback resulting from the after-action report should be memorialized in a report. Topics addressed in that report should include general recommendations for video technology capacity building, strategies for clearing legal hurdles, and guidelines about the types of hearings that are suitable for videoconferencing. This document should identify areas of further research and eventually lead to the development of standards and best practices for use of videoconference testimony.

10.4 Detention and Corrections

Background

For the purposes of this chapter, “corrections” refers to all agencies in the criminal justice system that deal with individuals who have been convicted of a crime. The correctional system ensures that an offender’s sentence is carried out, whether that time is served in jail, in prison, on probation, or in court-ordered community service under the supervision of the state. Detention refers to the use of jails as pretrial detention where defendants are held without bail or are being detained because they cannot post bail to secure their release before trial. Well beyond their custodial role, both correctional and detention staff work closely with other criminal justice agencies to provide treatment and services to clients.

Current State of the Issue

Generally, a person convicted of a crime is detained to protect the public against their actions (incapacitation) and to deter future offending. Another rationale for detention of convicted offender is retribution, the belief that confinement and the deprivation of liberty is a punishment that fits the gravity of the offense committed. Not all of these justifications of punishment hold when offender is detained during the pre-trial period, since the individual has not at that point been convicted. The primary justification for pre-trial detention is to make sure that a criminal defendant appears in court. However, the federal government and the majority of states allow judges to preventively detain defendants for public safety considerations. Preventive detention may be based on the dangerousness of a defendant to victims, witnesses, or the general public. It may also be based on the defendant’s general likelihood to engage in criminal behavior while on release.

The commission identifies two issues centered on detention and corrections that have an impact across the wider criminal justice system: addressing the current bail reform movement and the adverse impact of contraband cell phones in prison.

Bail Reform

Bail refers to pre-trial restrictions that are imposed on a person charged to ensure that they comply with the judicial process. In the United States, bail commonly implies a bail bond most commonly in the form of money or property that the suspect deposits to the court to ensure the defendant appears in court. Under

---

this system, the defendant that posts bail is released. The defendant will forfeit that bail if they fail to appear in court or, in some cases, if the defendant violates the conditions of release.

Nationally, more than 60 percent of persons held in jail are pretrial detainees.96 The concept of excessive bail is rooted in the Eighth Amendment. Many bail reform advocates have criticized the use of cash bail as inherently discriminatory against the poor.97 98 Bail has also been described by bail reform advocates as inherently discriminatory against people of color.99 100

A growing number of states, including California, Illinois, New Jersey, and New York, have taken steps to eliminate cash bail for most misdemeanors and a subset of nonviolent felonies.101 102

Other criticisms of the cash bail, particularly when applied to misdemeanor and low-level crimes, is that it results in defendants losing their jobs and being unable to care for their children or family members.103 Research shows that holding people in jail who do not pose a risk for flight or who do not pose significant threat to the public exacerbates jail overcrowding and thereby contributes to unsafe conditions.104 The criminogenic effects of spending time in detention also has been cited as an argument against holding pretrial detainees in jail for misdemeanor offenses.105 Another argument for curtailing cash bail is that it saves money since fewer individuals will be detained in jail.106

---

100 Heaton, Paul, "The Expansive Reach of Pretrial Detention" (2020). Faculty Scholarship at Penn Law. 2142. https://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/faculty_scholarship/2142
A number of sound arguments have been made against the bail reform movement. Many argue that removing judicial discretion and eliminating the practice of preventive detention will lead to increased crime rates. Others believe that removing or curtailing judicial discretion and eliminating preventive detention will place offenders back on the streets, endangering the community, leaving victims vulnerable, and allowing offenders to recidivate.

Although data have yet to be analyzed, concerns about the effect of bail reform on crime rates have been raised in the media. After the New York State bail reform took effect on January 1, 2020, crime in New York City spiked for the first two months of the year. York State is now revisiting its progressive bail as a result of these crime spikes.

Addressing the challenges of bail reform may ultimately be one of degree and compromise. One solution to assist in the determination of the need for pretrial detention of a given defendant is to adopt and validate risk assessment instruments to support bail decisions. As mentioned, assessments can be used to determine the likelihood that a defendant will show up for court or commit another crime if released. If validated bail risk assessment tools are effectively implemented, they can objectively bring the level of danger and likelihood to offend factors back into the bail decision. These tools can also provide the judicial officer with a meaningful review of the risk of flight or clear and present dangers posed by a given defendant.

The State of New Jersey effectively eliminated cash bail. In place of using money to determine who is released or detained, it relies on a risk assessment instrument called the public safety assessment (PSA) tool that considers nine factors from an individual’s criminal history to predict their likelihood of returning to court for future hearings and remaining crime-free while on pretrial release.

In the context of bail reform, where a greater number of defendants will be released without cash bail, criminal justice agencies must carefully consider violations of bail, realistic sanctions for such behaviors, the use of revocation, and other sanctions that may be effective. With more defendant’s being released, there will be more opportunities for persons to reoffend. In addition, the likelihood of forfeiting bail increases when no surety is provided by the defendant. Because of these factors, judges and prosecutors should be allowed to amend release decisions, conditions, or enforce revocation.

One option for providing meaningful accountability for defendants released pre-trial absent cash bail is the use of sanctions that are “swift, certain, and fair” (SCF), following the tenets underlying Project Hope probation. Like probation, pretrial release, is a form of community supervision. Recognizing every form of community supervision must have sanctions for violation, an article in Federal Probation makes the argument
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that “[s]wift-certain-fair (SCF) sanctioning improves on conventional practice in enforcing the conditions of community corrections both by substituting swiftness and certainty for severity and by increasing the predictability, and thus the perceived fairness, of the process from the offender’s viewpoint.” The principles of SCF that have showed promise in probation programs should be adopted for pretrial release.

10.4.1 The Department of Justice should define the minimum constitutional standards for cash bail systems based on U.S. Supreme Court and federal circuit court precedent. This definition should specify the due process and equal protection requirements.

Nearly every jurisdiction in the United States relies upon money bail as a condition of pretrial release. Currently, the forms of issuing bail vary by state, locality, and judicial preference. A current climate of bail reform has created additional confusion regarding the proper role of bail, and specifically the use of cash bail.

DOJ guidance on minimal constitutional standards would allow states, localities, and their elected officials to better maintain a lawful system of bail and avoid costly, frivolous lawsuits. This guidance would also help address the primary concern of public safety in ensuring that habitual repeat offenders and dangerous individuals are not released.

10.4.2 Any jurisdiction that eliminates its system of cash bail should first establish an alternative protocol for robust pre-trial processes that fully addresses public safety concerns and potential flight risks.

When making decisions regarding bail, the pretrial process completed by prosecutors and the court should address three primary functions: collection and analysis of defendant information for use in determining risk, recommendations to the court concerning conditions of release, and plans to supervise defendants who are released from custody during the pretrial phase. Eliminating cash bail without these mechanisms in place disregards the import roles of incentives and accountability that help make certain that the suspect appears in court while also deterring additional offending and violations of pre-trial conditions.

10.4.3 Courts and prosecutors in local jurisdictions should adopt validated pre-trial risk assessment and needs tools. These tools should determine realistic conditions of release and reflect the seriousness of the offense charges.

Bail risk assessments tools have been developed to predict the likelihood of a defendant appearing for court or committing additional offenses while on release. When properly validated and implemented, these tools can result in bail decisions that ensure due process protections reflect evidence-based practices while minimizing the likelihood that defendants will fail to appear. These action will reserve the fundamental rights of defendants while serving the interests of fairness and public safety.

10.4.5 Judges, prosecutors, and pre-trial release officers should ensure that meaningful and effective sanctions for violations of pre-trial release are defined and deployed when no-cash bail laws or policies are implemented.

Eliminating cash bail removes a major incentive for defendants to appear in court, comply with conditions of release, and refrain from criminal offenses while on release. This is particularly true of habitual offenders with extensive criminal histories. Absent this incentive, a defendant who has violated bail should still be subject to a variety of sanctions, including revocation of release and orders of detention and prosecution for contempt of court. Enforcing meaningful and commensurate sanctions for violation of no-cash bail can help make sure that defendants appear in court, comply with conditions, and do not engage in criminal offenses while on release. Allowing offenders to violate no-cash bail with impunity undermines respect for the law and is detrimental to public safety. Establishing clear standards promotes respect for law and public safety.

10.4.6 The National Institute of Justice should provide funding to research the nature and length of time of defendants who are held in jails to accurately determine the seriousness of their charge and how much of a danger they pose to the community.

Advocates of bail reform often assert that the majority of offenders being held in jail on cash bonds are being held for low-level offenses, and that many of them are first-time arrestees; however, no systematic study has been conducted about the seriousness of charges and past criminal histories of those who are being held in jail on cash bond. Determining the true nature of pretrial jail detainee populations can help the criminal justice system more accurately determine the severity of the problem at the local level. Such research can also help determine the extent to which it is a systematic nationwide problem or isolated to certain jurisdictions. The study should collect data that considers overall population, calls for service, class of criminal activity and racial, gender, and socio-economic status of the jail population. To maintain objectivity, this research funding should be made available to local jail jurisdictions that commit to working in partnership with an independent research organization.

10.4.7 The National Institute of Justice should provide funding to determine how often new offenses are committed by offenders who are out on bail. This research should include an assessment of the types and severity of criminal conduct, unlawful contacts with victims or witnesses, and how much of a danger the offender poses to the community.

In the current climate of bail reform, more offenders are likely to be released than would have been in years past. This situation carries the potential to release defendants who have a high risk of re-offending. Additional research would allow local jurisdictions to assess the potential tradeoffs of bail reform and make any necessary legal and policy adjustments. As with the previous recommendation, this research funding should be made available to local jail jurisdictions that commit to working in partnership with an independent research organization.

**Contraband Cell Phone Use in Prison**

Cell phones are considered contraband in federal and state prisons. It is illegal for an inmate to possess a cell phone or use cell phone signals. According to Commissioner Frederick Dunn of the Alabama Department of Corrections, 10,988 contraband cell phones were confiscated in Alabama’s prisons between 2017 and 2019. Contraband cell phones are being introduced and smuggled into prison by a variety of means, including being brought in by corrupt staff, smuggled in by visitors, dropped in prison yards, and thrown over fences.

There are many dangerous and adverse consequences of contraband cell phones in state prisons. These include inmates using phones to commit fraud schemes on businesses and individuals; drug trafficking and other criminal enterprises; organizing retribution on prison staff, government officials, victims, or other inmates; and instigating and coordinating inmate disturbances. Cell phones play a central role in contributing to staff corruption, both in terms of staff participation in contraband smuggling and by directly enabling communications and fund transfers between inmates and corrupt staff.

Most egregiously, contraband cell phones have been used to carry out completed and attempted homicides, both within and outside prisons systems. In his testimony before the commission, Bryan Stirling relayed the story of Captain Robert Johnson who, after having confiscated a cell phone at Lee Correctional, was “targeted and shot in his house five or six times point blank because he was doing his job at Lee Correctional to find contraband cell phones.” Director Sterling commented, “It was such a sophisticated plot to kill him that

---
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they used a .38, so there would be no shell casings left. What folks need to know on this call and in public is that inmates are physically taken out of society by going to prison; however, they are virtually out there amongst us still committing crimes.”

Captain Johnson survived the shooting. Chief Todd Craig’s testimony presented another example that detailed how an 11-year veteran and investigator with the Bureau of Prisons in Puerto Rico was killed on his way home from work after nine inmates conspired and used contraband cell phones to orchestrate his murder.

Federal prisons have implemented a series of technologies and interdiction strategies to address the problem of contraband cell phones, including whole-body imaging devices, sophisticated walk-through metal detectors, thermal fencing, K-9 units, and fixed sensor and handheld radio frequency detection that can identify cell phone signals.

Both Commissioner Stirling and Chief Craig noted that many of these interdiction strategies have had a limited impact. Cell phones are valued contraband in prisons, and inmates are reluctant to give them up, often putting corrections officers at risk when cell phone devices are seized.

Several technical solutions that are designed to disable contraband cell phone in prison and jails show promise, including managed access systems (MAS) and micro-jamming solutions. MAS allows calls from approved phone numbers, but blocks calls from unapproved numbers. Micro-jamming disrupts phone signals within a precise area.

Federal Trade Commission Action on Contraband Cell Phones

While micro-jamming represents a viable technology solution, only federal prison facilities permit its use. The prohibition against state prison use of micro-jamming stems from the Federal Communications Act of 1934, which states, “No person shall willfully or maliciously interfere with or cause interference to any radio communications of any station licensed or authorized by or under this Act or operated by the United States Government.”

In February 2018, the Federal Communications Commission convened a diverse group of stakeholders, including state corrections officials, solutions providers, public safety experts, representatives from the wireless industry, and the Federal Bureau of Prisons, to address how best to leverage technological solutions to combat contraband devices in correctional facilities.

After four meetings, the Contraband Phone Task Force Status Report was released on April 26, 2019. The report addressed the mission of the task force and progress made to date, and stated, “We note that this report reflects the beginning of the Task Force’s initiative, not its conclusion.” Both MAS and cell phone jamming were addressed in the report, but no conclusions were made regarding the technical viability or legal status of cell phone jamming.
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Positive Cell Phone Jamming Tests in Federal and State Prisons

With the assistance of a grant from the National Institute of Justice, the Cumberland Federal Correction Institute (FCI) in Maryland conducted a pilot test of cell phone jamming. A Department of Justice press release dated June, 15, 2018, reported that, “Data from the test show that the micro-jammer’s signal disrupted commercial wireless signals inside the prison cell, which meant that if cellphones were operating inside the cell, they would have been rendered inoperable. At 20 ft. and 100 ft. outside the cell, however, the micro-jammer signals did not disrupt the commercial wireless signals.”¹¹⁹

In collaboration with the Federal Bureau of Prisons, the Broad River Correctional Institution in Columbia, South Carolina, tested cell phone jammer technology. Bryan Stirling, the Director of the South Carolina Department of Corrections, stated, “We did observe cell signals inside the housing unit were blocked, text messages, data connections, everything, but calls outside the one-foot perimeter of the exterior of the inmate housing unit could be made. So these are promising test results.”¹²⁰

10.4.8 The Department of Justice should determine the feasibility of enacting federal legislation or an executive order that would allow state prison systems to use cell phone jamming equipment in their facilities.

Current regulations under the Federal Communications Act of 1934 have been interpreted as prohibiting state prisons from deploying cell phone jamming equipment in their facilities, but the legal interpretation is open to question. The legal basis for allowing cell phone jamming in federal prisons but not in state prisons remains unanswered. Any determination of feasibility should involve the DOJ’s Office of Legal Policy (OLP) and Office of Legal Counsel (OLC).

10.4.9 The Department of Justice should fund appropriate data collection and research efforts to better clarify how contraband cell phones are being brought to prison, what types of sanctions are being deployed, what are the impacts that contraband cell phone usage has on prison security and public safety.

Many states have provided accounts of how cell phones are smuggled into prison, the sanctions the states use, and the effects cell phones have on the safety of the institution, inmates, staff, and the public at large. This data, while valuable and informative, is largely anecdotal. The scope of the problem is difficult to quantify, in part because confiscation data are only able to tell a partial story.¹²¹

Funding a thorough, standardized, and nationally representative collection of data around these issues would help inform policy and guide realistic and effective interventions. This funding should also support training and technical assistance to prison and jail staff to help them better understand, document, and respond to the adverse effects of contraband cell phones in their institutions.

10.5 Overarching Issues

Background

Collaboration involves criminal justice components working together toward a common purpose through sharing a vision, preparing a plan, and implementing the plan to achieve coordinated and common outcomes.\(^{122}\) Cross-agency collaboration may take many forms, including human collaboration through criminal justice coordination councils or through data-sharing efforts centered on information technology integration. Many of these efforts are underway that affect and rely on all components of the criminal justice system, including law enforcement, prosecution, defense, courts, and corrections agencies and personnel.

Current State of the Issue

Justice information sharing initiatives are common across the thousands of law enforcement, prosecutorial, defense, court, and correctional agencies that comprise the criminal justice system. Data-sharing initiatives streamline processes for individual agencies and promote more efficient processing and operation within any local criminal justice jurisdictions.

The commission identifies three overarching issues that will enhance communication and information sharing across the criminal justice system. The topics include the encouraging the formation of criminal justice coordinating councils (CJCCs); enhancing the effective sharing and management of digital media evidence from body-worn cameras and other sources of digital evidence; and promoting ongoing efforts to achieve true criminal justice data integration.

Criminal Justice Coordinating Councils

In many jurisdictions, criminal justice agencies operate in silos. Under such a system, the criminal justice system agencies are independent agencies that work in parallel to one another. Under such an operation, effective communication and collaboration is difficult to initiate and maintain. One method of addressing these organizational silos is through the creation of a CJCC, which supports collaborative and strategic planning and information sharing among elected official and public safety executive on a regular basis.

According to the National Network of Criminal Justice Coordinating Councils (NNCJCC), CJCCs emerged in the 1970s as a means to create systemic responses to specific public safety problems facing local jurisdictions. NNCJCC calls a CJCC, “a body of elected and senior justice system leaders that convene on a regular basis to coordinate systemic responses to justice problems.”\(^{123}\) CJCCs can differ widely in membership and structure.

CJCCs often use a data-guided and structured planning processes to identify, analyze, and either solve or manage issues that have a system-wide impact. Issues addressed by CJCCs are far-ranging and diverse. CJCCs focus on criminal justice intersection issues that are designed to coordinate the delivery of services among criminal justice agencies and maximize the effective deployment of criminal justice resources. Particular projects or priorities CJCCs have addressed include dealing with resource reductions, improving case processing inefficiencies, improving case outcomes, and developing strategies for challenging client populations (e.g., those with substance use disorders, mental illness disorders, and persons who are homeless).


It is unknown how many CJCCs exist across the country. Any CJCC that does exist will have its own unique structure, will focus on different projects and challenges, and may operate with different levels of formality. Common elements of CJCCs include a commitment to improve the local criminal justice system, maintaining regular committed membership, and meeting on a regular basis.

NCJCC promotes the development of CJCCs and supports both general and network membership. The higher-level network membership is criteria-based to ensure that those CJCCs that receive significant support are defined in their mission, are committed to these missions, and have devoted personnel and other resources to maintain them. Currently, NNCJCC supports 30 network member councils that represent a diverse cross-section of the country.

Criteria to obtain a network membership

- Authorizing legislation or local rules that created the CJCC
- Local or state funding for the CJCC
- By-laws and membership guidelines
- Diverse representation from the justice sector and other community-based and government agencies that intersect with the justice system
- No lapse in membership among key justice system agencies
- Evidence of data-driven, coordinated policy and program development
- Dedicated staff person to manage the CJCC’s work
- System-wide focus

Salt Lake County Criminal Justice Advisor Council

**Mission:** The Salt Lake County Criminal Justice Advisory Council (CJAC) works with the criminal justice system to reduce crime and promote public safety by identifying ways to

- lower repeat offender rates and close the "revolving door" to our jails
- improve outcomes for jailed individuals struggling with mental illness and substance abuse

**Priorities and Initiatives**

- **Criminal Record Expungement:** To help individuals clear their criminal records allowing them to access better employment, housing, and educational opportunities.
- **Operation Diversion:** A program to address the immediate public health and safety concerns in the Rio Grande Area; to provide robust risk and needs assessment and treatment for those experiencing mental health or substance use issues, as well as accountability for serious offenders who prey on vulnerable populations; to use data on outcomes to help inform long-term planning consistent with

---
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- **Integrated Justice Information System**: A program with the goals of improving information-sharing and continuity of care among criminal and social justice partners and provide decision-makers access to cross-system data analysis.

**Criminal and Social Justice System Analysis**: A program to provide stakeholders an opportunity to use real data to inform policy discussions and decisions by tracking system performance

**Membership:**

- West Valley Justice Court
- Individual with Lived Experience in the Criminal Justice System
- Murray City Police Department, LEADS Chair
- Utah House of Representatives
- South Salt Lake Municipal Police Chief
- Municipal Mayor Representative, Millcreek City
- Salt Lake County Council
- State Justice Court Administrator
- Salt Lake City Justice Court
- Salt Lake County Human Services Director
- Utah State Senate
- Criminal Justice Services Director
- Salt Lake County Sheriff’s Office
- Salt Lake County Council
- Salt Lake City Police Department
- Utah State Department of Corrections, Executive Director
- Utah Juvenile Defender Attorneys, Executive Director
- Third District Court Administrator Office Representative
- Third District Court Presiding Judge
- Salt Lake Legal Defenders Association Executive Director
- Salt Lake City Municipal Prosecutor
- Salt Lake County District Attorney
- Salt Lake County Behavioral Health Services Director
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CJCCs can coordinated and improve the operation of local law enforcement. Most CJCCs compile reports, typically on an annual basis. The recent report by the District of Columbia’s CJCC illustrates the scope and reach of the CJCC in the nation’s capital:
CJCC provides a forum for effective collaboration and problem-solving among the District’s criminal and juvenile justice system agencies including, but not limited to, combating violent crime, juvenile justice, substance abuse and mental health, and reentry. CJCC operates and maintains the Justice Information System (JUSTIS) to enable local and federal criminal justice agencies in the District to share information efficiently and in a timely manner. CJCC also conducts research and analysis to inform agencies about the level of activity at each stage of the District’s criminal justice system, monitors and evaluates the impact of collaborative solutions, and identifies promising practices in criminal and juvenile justice.125

10.5.1 The Department of Justice should provide funding to regional, county, and municipal governments to develop local criminal justice coordinating councils.

CCJCs can provide an effective means of coordination among criminal justice agencies, elected officials, and other public safety agencies operating in local communities and regions. When carefully planned, implemented, staffed, and funded, CCJCs can be a solution to the criminal justice agency silos that continue to exist in many jurisdictions.

Digital Media Evidence Management and Integration

[ CROSS REFERENCE TECHNOLOGY ]

Law enforcement agencies are awash with data, including that generated from the traditional information management technologies computer aided dispatch (CAD) and records management system (RMS) that nearly all law enforcement agencies use. As previously discussed, a wide array of information is shared, and it affects decision making and influences other downstream criminal justice agencies in different ways. An arrest report may form the basis of a prosecutor’s decision on whether to file charges and what charges are to be filed. That same arrest report made discoverable by the defense attorney may be material for legal consideration in court.

As law enforcement agencies have long been burdened with more traditional data, they now find themselves flooded with digital media evidence (DME). The generation of DME data has been growing exponentially. This data includes digital footage from body-worn cameras (BWC), dashboard cameras, surveillance cameras, cell phones confiscated by law enforcement, and residential doorbell cameras that are capable of being shared with local law enforcement agencies. These digital media technologies, among others, are creating a volume of DME that is becoming increasingly challenging for law enforcement to effectively manage, share, and leverage for evidentiary value.126

The vast amounts of DME generated by these tools are measured in terabytes and have often been described as a tsunami of data.127 In addition to the data, law enforcement need the mechanisms and the metadata to track, manage, and retrieve digital media clips for public records requests, internal investigations, and sharing with prosecutors. These digital video clips must also be retained and processed according to chain-of-custody rules.

---

This DME issue is not just for the law enforcement; it has cascading effects and demands on all criminal justice agencies.

Key Challenges of Digital Media Evidence Integration

- DME is generated across multiple agencies and systems.
- Video formats are often incompatible.
- Systems must manage multiple media, websites, processes, and vendors.
- Redacting videos is labor intensive and expensive.
- Systems are not designed to handle large volume of data.
- Network bandwidth in criminal justice agencies is often insufficient.
- Courtrooms are not properly equipped for DME, yet videos are increasingly becoming available, relevant, and expected in court.

Without a system to manage digital data, which often comes from different devices with different media formats, law enforcement investigators often have to access several different systems to obtain information relevant to investigations. The mere process of reviewing video from BWCs and determining what is relevant has become a time-consuming job.¹²⁸

DME integration varies widely across law enforcement agencies, as does the ability to seamlessly share DME footage with prosecutors. While many larger agencies have the benefit of having a chief information officer within the organization or embedded with city government, many do not. Smaller and rural law enforcement agencies often have to fend for themselves and learn as they go, operating in a sink-or-swim environment.

Through BJA’s Body Worn Camera Policy and Implantation Program (BWCPIP) grant program, a number of innovations and promising practices have been identified among grantees. The Montgomery County, Maryland, police department has developed an impressive approach to integrating BWC data with data from other agencies throughout the county.¹²⁹ This is largely an agency driven to integrate DME from a wide variety of resources, including but not limited to dashboard cameras, BWCs, video in public schools, and video from buses and public transportation centers. They have developed an in-house system that links and provides for the managed access and retrieval of DME.

The Montgomery County DME efforts allow the department to share data with county prosecutors. The system was guided by a number of business needs, including allowing investigators to focus on investigations rather than how to manage video, not placing overly burdensome demands on discovery staff, continuing to allow defense access to digital evidence through single eDiscovery portal, and preserving the chain of custody of DME.

The Colorado Springs, Colorado, police department has developed a similar method to share and integrate digital video from across multiple law enforcement agencies in the region and share that data with the

county prosecutor.\textsuperscript{130} The department’s efforts are designed to integrate DME from multiple sources and in multiple formats, including BWCs, crime scene photography, agency surveillance camera, interview room video, and various sources of audio files.

Both of these departments describe their efforts as works in progress that continue to evolve.

Although some agencies are building their own DME integration solutions, like Montgomery County and Colorado Springs, others are relying on commercially offered solutions. DME integration solutions and services have been developed by several of the major BWC vendors. These systems are designed to integrate data not only from BWCs, but also from other DME sources (e.g., dashboard cameras and fixed surveillance cameras operated by law enforcement agencies). In some instances, the DME integration offerings of BWC vendors are proprietary. These systems may also be expensive, essentially priced out of reach for smaller and rural law enforcement agencies. A number of third-parties have also begun to offer DME solutions. The systems are still relatively new to the market and may not be fully developed.

A bottleneck has arisen as BWCs and other DME-generating devices have expanded, as it is often challenging for a law enforcement agency’s DME repository to share data with the local prosecutor’s office.\textsuperscript{131} Again, there is a great deal of variability across the United States. On the low end of technological sophistication, some prosecutor’s offices require law enforcement agencies to copy DME to DVDs because that is the manner in which they are accustomed. One the higher end, a growing number of prosecutors are able to sign onto cloud-based DME management systems to view files from a portal on their computer, much like the system developed in Montgomery County.

There are two basic ways that law enforcement agencies turn over its DME with prosecutors:

1. **Physical transfer** via discs, flash drives, SD cards, portable hard drives, or by providing a link to files or including them in an e-mail attachment. These methods are inefficient, time consuming, and create challenges with respect to maintaining the evidentiary chain-of-custody for digital media evidence.

2. **Cloud transfer** through use of a government-approved secure cloud provider. Cloud solutions provide remote viewing for prosecutors that does not require physically moving the video-evidence files. Increasingly, cloud-based solutions are being adopted with chain-of-custody management built into the process. In addition, functionality built into cloud solutions can allow for online redaction and audit trails. Multiple versions of the data can be maintained and managed, including the original version of the digital footage captured by police and the redacted version that might be shared in court. Some cloud systems allow sharing access to DME with criminal defense attorneys for discovery purposes, often through the prosecutors’ office.

10.5.2 The Department of Justice should identify and research successful strategies that enable law enforcement agencies to seamlessly integrate digital medial evidence from multiple platforms and vendors.

DME from BWCs and other audio and video devices are becoming increasingly common in law enforcement agencies across the country. It is critical for all criminal justice agencies to develop the capacities to manage, share, and effectively leverage DME to support law enforcement investigations, prosecutorial investigations and charge decisions, defense discovery, and court proceeding. The DOJ should support criminal justice agencies in the field by providing funding to develop and enhance local efforts to manage DME. DOJ can

\textsuperscript{130} Digital Evidence Integration Webinar, Bureau of Justice Assistance National Training and Technical Assistance Center, Jan 14, 2019. https://bjatta.bja.ojp.gov/media/event/digital-evidence-integration-webinar

\textsuperscript{131} Video Evidence: A Primer for Prosecutors, Global Justice Information Sharing Initiative, Bureau of Justice Assistance, Office of Justice Programs, U.S. Department of Justice, November, 2016. https://it.ojp.gov/GIST/1194/Video-Evidence--A-Primer-for-Prosecutors
support development in this area by funding training and technical assistance to be provided by qualified organizations.

10.5.3 The Department of Justice should fund efforts to increase the number of prosecutors that can access digital media evidence from local law enforcement by accessing cloud-based storage systems.

DME held in repositories by law enforcement with prosecutors is now most efficiently shared through cloud-based DME storage systems that allow online access through managed portals located in the prosecutors’ offices. The alternative method of physical transfer of DME is less efficient, generally more costly in the long run, and does not afford the same assurances with respect to chain-of-custody control and effective management of DME. Another advantage of DME-cloud based storage systems is that they afford the capability of establishing managed portals with defense attorneys, enabling the process known as eDiscovery.

**Comprehensive Criminal Justice Data Integration**

The size and complexity of criminal justice systems in the United States poses a number of challenges for sharing and integrating criminal justice data. Based on the latest data available from BJA, approximately 18,000 state, local, and tribal law enforcement agencies operate across the country. BJS data collections also reveal there are over 2,300 prosecutors’ offices. In addition to these, thousands of courts process criminal cases and thousands of jails detain defendant held for trial or as offenders sentenced to serve time in detention for misdemeanor convictions. There are approximately 1,800 state prisons whose agencies operate with significant levels of decentralization and with different levels of technical sophistication and support. While it is safe to say that most of these criminal justice agencies realize the benefits of integrating disparate information systems to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of services, the challenges are daunting.

Through initiatives of the DOJ and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), criminal justice agencies from state, local, and tribal jurisdictions have received considerable support in the form of standards, guidance, and direct funding for both developing information sharing standards and creating processes for integrating data. These efforts continue to be a work in progress as the aspiration of developing truly comprehensive criminal justice data integration continues to evolve.

The National Information Exchange Model (NIEM) has emerged as a data exchange standard for developing criminal justice data architecture. NIEM formally launched in 2005 through a partnership between DOJ and DHS. NIEM is a common data-change vocabulary that enables efficient information exchange across diverse public and private organizations.

**Justice - NIEM** is designed to develop, disseminate, and support enterprise-wide information exchange standards and processes that can enable jurisdictions to effectively share critical information in emergency situations, as well as support the day-to-day operations of criminal justice and public safety agencies nationwide. When NIEM standards are followed by individual criminal justice agencies when developing their information systems and data integration efforts, considerable time and money can be saved through the use of the NIEM’s consistent, reusable data terms and definitions and repeatable processes.

[CROSS REFERENCE RURAL AND TRIBAL AND DATA AND REPORTING]

---


The BJS, through the National Criminal History Improvement Program (NCHIP), has developed a grant program that aims to improve the nation’s safety and security by enhancing the quality, completeness, and accessibility of criminal history record information (a.k.a., rap sheets) and by ensuring the nationwide implementation of criminal justice and non-criminal justice background check systems.

The FBI’s National Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS) is an incident-based reporting system used by law enforcement agencies across the country for collecting and reporting data on crimes. Federal, state, local, and tribal agencies generate NIBRS data from their records management systems, and data are reported in a standardized format to the FBI. The NIBRS system has been available as a reporting mechanism since 1998. NIBRS was created to improve the quantity and quality of crime data collected by law enforcement and to capture detailed information for single crime events, in contrast to the Uniform Crime Report (UCR) system. The UCR Summary Reporting System (SRS) is more limited, as it only provides summary counts of crime by type. The FBI has announce that it will fully transition from the UCR-SRS system to the NIBRS system by January 1, 2021.

The FBI has worked closely with state and local law enforcement agencies to develop and support NIBRS, and BJS and has invested considerable support to state and local agencies through its National Crime Statistics Exchange initiative (NCS-X) program.

[BEGIN TEXT BOX]

National Incident-Based Reporting System

When used to its full potential, NIBRS identifies precisely when and where crime takes place, what form it takes, and the characteristics of its victims and perpetrators. Armed with such information, law enforcement can better define the resources it needs to fight crime and use those resources in an efficient and effective manner. When compared to the Summary Reporting System (SRS), currently being phased out, NIBRS: 136

- **Provides greater specificity in reporting offenses.** Not only does NIBRS look at all of the offenses within an incident, it also looks at many more offenses than the traditional SRS does. NIBRS collects data for 52 offenses, plus 10 additional offenses for which only arrests are reported. SRS counts limited data for 10 offenses and 20 additional crimes for which only arrests are reported.

- **Collects more detailed information**, including incident date and time, whether reported offenses were attempted or completed, expanded victim types, relationships of victims to offenders and offenses, demographic details, location data, property descriptions, drug types and quantities, the offender’s suspected use of drugs or alcohol, the involvement of gang activity, and whether a computer was used in the commission of the crime.

- **Helps give context to specific crime problems** such as drug or narcotics and sex offenses, in addition to modern crime issues like animal cruelty, identity theft, and computer hacking.

- **Provides greater analytic flexibility.** Through NIBRS, data users can see many more facets of crime—including the relationships and connections among these facets—than SRS provides.

[END TEXT BOX]

While criminal justice agencies across the country have made real and steady progress in data integration on their own and by leveraging federal resources, there is still a long road ahead. Impediments to criminal justice integration include the reality that some agencies only share data on a need-to-know basis rather than
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adopter a need-to-share organizational culture.\textsuperscript{137} Many agencies lack the funding and technical expertise to fully support data integration efforts or fully understand and implement NIEM and CJIS standards when purchasing records management and other information systems.

Private sector vendors of RMS and CAD systems for police, probation, court, and correction case management systems are often motivated to keep their own proprietary systems to both maintain the business of the client agency and prevent them from migration to other vendors. Not all are equally committed to standards of open architecture, and they may not always be compliant with NIEM or CJIS standards for data security and encryption for cloud-based storage.

Prosecutor and court case management systems generally do not interface with CAD and RMS. Fundamentally, prosecutor and court CMS’s are used to track workflow as opposed to track suspects, offenders, and events associated with police RMS and CAD. Although all criminal justice agencies can benefit from criminal justice data integration, integrating data from a prosecution case management systems is less advanced than that for corrections and law enforcement agencies. Prosecutor case management systems that link to law enforcement data systems are virtually nonexistent.

Providing interfaces between law enforcement records management systems and prosecutor management systems would greatly advantage the efficiency and effectiveness of the systems. It could also allow prosecutors to leverage crucial functionality embedded in law enforcement RMS systems, such as the ability to automatically flag frequent, serious, or other high-target offenders for enhanced prosecution. They would also help improve the efficiency of data processing and quality. For example, such linkages would cut down on the need for prosecutors’ staff to re-enter data already collected by police.

While criminal justice agencies have made considerable advances to share and integrate data, progress between and among prosecutors, the defense, and the court has been far more limited. Horizontal integration among neighboring prosecutor offices is uncommon, which results in situations where personnel in one court’s jurisdiction may not be aware of pending charges or warrants for a defendant in a neighboring jurisdiction. The defense has not generally been considered or accommodated while developing criminal justice data integration, and it could benefit greatly from processes such as eDiscovery.

**[BEGIN TEXT BOX]**

Examples of ongoing attempts to achieve integrated criminal justice record systems

- The state of Indiana has moved toward a [statewide CAD/RMS](https://www.in.gov/ipsc/2715.htm) but has not been completely successful in gaining statewide participation (horizontal and vertical integration).\textsuperscript{139}
- The [Open Justice Broker Consortium](https://www.ojbc.org/) (OJBC) has supported ongoing effort to create integrated justice information system. OJBC is a non-profit membership organization of government agencies and jurisdictions that are dedicated to improving justice information sharing through the reuse of low-cost, standards-based integration software.\textsuperscript{140}

**[END TEXT BOX]**

10.5.4 The Office of Justice Programs should continue to provide funding to criminal justice data integration efforts with direct grant funding to state, local, and tribal law criminal justice agencies.


\textsuperscript{139} Indiana Statewide CAD/RMS Project. [https://www.in.gov/ipsc/2715.htm](https://www.in.gov/ipsc/2715.htm)

\textsuperscript{140} Open Justice Broker Consortium. [https://www.ojbc.org/](https://www.ojbc.org/)
The United States criminal justice system is made up of independent government agencies that rely on one another to achieve the common goal of delivering efficient and effective justice. The Office of Justice Programs, the grant making component of the DOJ, has supported a variety of grant programs and collaborative initiatives that have improved criminal justice data standards and have supported improved data integration at national, state, and local jurisdiction levels.

Providing funding for these initiatives to municipal, county, state, and tribal law criminal justice agencies will enable them to continue to make steady progress in improving criminal justice data standards and integration.